A leneral paradigm for relating measures of succinctness of representation and complexity theory is presented. The measures are based on the new Private and Blindfold Alternation machines. These measures are used to indicate the inherent information (or "randomness") of a 8tring, but with respect to time and space complexity classes. These measures are then used to show that the existence of strings which are random with respect to one measure but not to another can show the relationship between the corresponding complexity classes. The basic hierarchy theorems given allow diJrerent and possibly more powerful approaches to these problems.
putability theory.
The underlyinl notion is that of succinctness of representation. That is, how can one represent an object (number, drinl, computation) more succinctly in one model than another. Succinct representation has been studied in several dilrerent forms, e.I., automata, Irammars, recursive functions, etc. One can even think of such ordinary measures as formula me to be measures of succinct representation. Most of the results in these areas are based on countinl araumentB. Such arguments are non-constructive and are sometimes easier than constructive arauments. It is hoped that the theorems of this paper will similarly lead to proofs of very difficult complexity theory problems based on non-constructive arguments.
AJ.corithmic information theory is a relatively new field devoted to measures of information content, and therefore ways of representinl information. Turina's non-computable numbers are eaIled random numbers in algorithmic information theory. However, the inherent time or space complexity contained in an encodinl of a string is not measured. Therefore, what is needed are sets of measures of "randomness" of strings which indicate the corresponding time or space complexity. An appropriate set of measures will be defined which do exactly that.
The measures are based on the new Private and Blindfold Alternation machines [P&R] . These machines are able to simulate 10Dg calculatioDs with very little space, and therefore contain a way of compressing information. Other more familiar models turn out to be inappropriate to studying complexity-based representation.
Using these new measures, hierarchy theorems are proven. These theorems show that the existence of certain strings which are random with respect to one measure and not random lor another indicates the diJrerence between the two corresponding complexity classes. In particular, some standard time vs. time and space vs. space theorems can be expressed in this paradigm. The theorems indicate possible new ways in which time VB. space and similar complexity questions can be approached.
Random StriDp ' We begin 88 everyone else does, with a variation of Berry's paradox (W&R] . Consider the fewest number of English words necessary to represent a number.
For example, 10 1 ,000,000,000 can be represented by (the five words) "ten to the one billion." Clearly some numbers can be represented by a hundred. words, while most (an understatement) cannot. Consider then "the smallest number requirinl more than a hundred words to describe." This number is not well-defined since it has been described with m.a.ny fewer than a hundred words.
(At the heart of the problem is the lack of formal meaning in English, i.e., what is "the smallest even 'number greater than two not thelum of two primes"?) Another problem arises in trying to define a "random" Dumber. Consider a state "pick'em" style lottery. began to formalize alaorithmic information theory and the concept of random strinls. Zvonkin and Levin [ZL] 87 provide a comprehensive overview of .the field; their notations will be used. here.
Following Kolmogorov [ZL] , we can define a measure of the information content of a string. ("String" and "number" will be used. interchanleably.) Let F be a partial :recursive function. Then the Kolmogorov complexity of strinl X with respect to F is defined by:
A basic result is that there exists an "optimal" Fo such that for all G, X:
Hence, for any optimal Fo, Go, and any X: Kao(X) == Kpo(X) to within additive constants.
Any luch optimal Fo is therefore adequate to define the inlormation content 01 a strinl.Such Fo's are sometimes called "universal" since they are usually taken to be the function of a universal Tm which accepts &8 inputs encoding. of Tm's which generate strinlS when started on blank tape. It is easy to see that each luch K po is not computable, else it would be possible to reproduce Berry's puadax:, i.e., to define a small machine which generates a string not generated by any small machine. The usual universal functions do not in any way indicate the time or space complexity of encoding or decoding strings from their representation, and how this might relate to complexity theory. In this paper, a major result is the application 01 machines related to familiar complexity classes to define information measures representing the time or space complexity of encoding and decoding. The nen sections define the machines and relate them to measures of succinctness of representation.
MuItlp1e-:p.-n Alternation Machin.
The underlyinl computational models used. in this paper are variations of the multiple-penon alternation machines (MPA-Tm's) (p&R] While the lull proofs in [PAR] are too lenlthy to be liven here, a briellook into how this compactness comes about is nece18U7 to understand lOme 01 the later developments. One kef idea is that a two-penon ,ame 01 incomplete information can simulate counting on 2D bits UBinI only n bits of storale. eonsider 10urseU playinl in the following simple lame: JOur opponent selects a 2D bit number, a bit at a· time, showing JOU each bit as it is selected. Afterwards JOU are supposed to Bend back • bit at a time, that number plus one. You win ifJOur opponent cannot prove that the nu~ber 10U sent back: is not the correct one. Can 10U cheat and send back a dilrerent number and still be . .ured of winDin,! The answer is no. Your opponent could have secretl" remembered a bit of· the oriainal number and its location (usial only n bits) and when 10U IeDd your Dumber, he/she could check the same bit ..ainst the one lOU lend,takinl care to check for e&r17-in. 8iBee lOU don't know which bit was saved, in order to ensure winning J08 must live the correct bit in aD p1aceB. It tUrDS out that just about the .,Ie diJrerence between PA-Tm's and BA-Tm's is that the former allows the Ypla,.er to uk the 3-plqen to count up or down, whUe the latter forbids such communication to the 3-players.
This methoclleneralizes to more pla,.eN in a recursive wa7 10 that two 3-players can be forced to count on 2 211 bits usia. n bits, etc.
The upper bounds on the complexity 01 PAfBATm's are a t7))e of sublet coDstruction. In the simple PA1-Tm cue, this consists 01 notiDl that the 3-player's strateu need depend only on the inferred set of poIIIible conI Random Striap anel Oompled7 a.-UBinI the KolmoaolOY measure, K pOI it is quite easy to define a random striq to be one whOle measure is etrectively the same .. its lenlth. Therefore no small algorithmic process can lenerate.~.thatstrinl. As Doted earlier, this measure cannot refleci the time or space complexity 01 encoclinl and decoclin. the information contained in the atrin.. As wiD be seeD in this section, the PA/BA-II8's do measnre the iDformation content of a string, and relate this to lOme standard complexity classes. The result is a set of measures of "randomness" of a string with respect to time and space.
The standard way of relatina a machine and a string is to coDsider lenerators rather than acceptors. A machine which generates a string is· considered to be a representation of that strinl. When discUl8inl complexity classes, however, acceptors are the standard model. One can still create an appropriate de&nition of a strinl based on acceptors: any such acceptor must accept a unique string, which is the Btrin. the machine represents. Hopefully the model allows UB to determine the space/time complexity of the machine from its description; somethinl which might require the use 01 "clocks" or similar obvious resource limiters. A particularly ally problem is that the strine accepted by such a machine is not etrectively constructible from the machine description. Consider for example an LBA which accepts onl,. the unar,. representation of the smallest eveD Dumber that is not the sum of two primes. Due to such problems, it is impossible in aeneral to construct the strinl from the machine description alone. An additional problem is that there is no bound on the relative succinctness of the machine over the string. It wiD be seen later that boundiDg the power of succinct representation (which incidentally eliminates the problems of undecidability) gives a major link betweeD succinctness and hierarchy theorems. A similarity has now been fullY' established between PA/BA-'.'s.andDTIME/NSPACE. We use "~" to denote this similarit,., and therefore paraphrase the last two theorems verY' succlnct~. (pAJBAk-f.(n) denotes the classes of,machines 01 size n which lenerate strinls, where D is a parameter much Hke in "DTIME(n)," etc.)
tOeD)
Theorem. PAk-f.(n)~DTIME(22·· }k) and
We briefly return to one of the original problems: determining if a string is "random." In other words, does the string appear to be the result of a Datoral, unbiased random process, or does it look like it was generated by a small machine. Using the KolmoJorov measure, if·X is random then Kpo(X) is roulhly IXI.
If another partial recursive function is used, we can have a more practical,definition of· randomness. Let Pk(Bk) be the (computable) partial recursive function which when liven a PA~rSI (BA~r..) determines the string it represents. Note that by the previous theorem 20 (D) these functioDs are •exactly in DTIME(2 2 •• }k) and 20 (D) NSPACE(2 2 .
• }k-l). Consider a measure such as K p1 ; there exists a striDI X of lenlth D which can have K p1 (X)==n, but the measure K p2 (X) is much less. This means that any process which finds the shorter description of X mUlt take more than exponential time. Thus, while a strinl miaht have a short description (and therefore be Don-random), it is entirely intractible to encode the string into its shorter description. For aU practical purposes (where practical means JX)lynomial time), such an X is random. Therefore, measures such as K p1 , etc., are sufficient for everyday randomness.
Unfortunately they are also intractible to compute. This 90 is another form of Berl1"s paraclox: a measure based on exponeD.~ial time, for instance, is iklelf expoDential time (thoulh computable). Therefore these measures are maiD.l7 useful as an ,indication of the inherent representation abilities of ihe respective classes.
Given a long Itrinl of pseudo-random numbers leneratecl b7 a standard random Dumber leDerator, it is quite easy to represent the strin. very succinctly: the PlOIram and ihe initial ValUe(l) for ihe iteration.
However, fiDdinl the particular random number lenerator and the .tarim. yuues could be quite time conluminl_ Such lIo ne-W&7'trap doors" in computation lie at the center of the determinism/non-determinism questions (p==NP!, etc_). others. There are lOme parallels here with the strailht line program complexity studied by Lynch (NL). The descriptive power of automata was studied by Meyer and Fischer (M&F] , 8akoda and 8ipser (8&8], and 8ipser [MS) . Formal languages and their automata have also been studied from this approach; see, for example, Schmidt and Szymanski [SSz] , Valiant (LV] Still we have to concern ourselves with one problem if we are to look at ftnik-, lanluales. Suppose one has a lanluale whose LOGSPACE representation is 5000 symbols lonl while its PSPACE representation is only 50 symbols long. The PSPACE machine is clearly mueh more suuinet. However, we are forlettinl the constant facton. It could be that any such PSPACE machine haa an equivalent LOGSPACE machine which is no more than a hundred times larger. In general, we therefore Deed to consider an infinite Dumber of lan-91 guages; so that for every )X)88ible constant factor there is a language whose proportion of the two measures is greater than the constant.
Consider the simple case where the above family of finite Ianluales has the property that each language cODsists only of strings of the same length. It would be tempting to assume that the union of these languages is a PSPACE language Dot in LOGSPACE. This is totally wrong. The uDion could be a languale anywhere from LOGSPACE to nOD-r.e. And in the latter case, the sets of strings has presumably just been shown to exist without explieitly coDstructing them. This interesting point will be discussed much more later on.
Note that all of this requires that each dass 01 interest have appropriate complete members. This is certainly true of the classes P, NP, PSPACE, in addition to the elementary recursive hierarchy of PAfBA-Tm's. But it is not too difBcult to see that every well-defined complexity class haa such complete members, even if they are trivial ones such as CSL (LBA) membership being complete for PSPACE.
Buic m_arc:h7 Theoremll
The reader should have noted that the previous section dealt solely with acceptors, while generators have been touted. as the preferred model of succinctness.
This section ties these two models together and allows us to express some basic hierarchy theorems.
Consider a string X of length 2D lenerated by some size D PAl-f•• (A PAI-fsl corresponds to exponential time and can therefore easily generate such a strinl.) Note that there is a simple finite language which can be used to con~t any luch output into an input problem for some maChine. In the case of X, let the language Lx be the set of inb, where b is iD {O,l} and ia. is the D-bit binary represeDtation of i with i between 0 and 2JLl, such that b is the i+lst bit of X. Note that Lx consist. of 2D strinlS of length n+l. Via simulation, Lx is accepted by some 0(0) size EXPTlME machine.
It is also possible to reverse the process. That is, liven such an Lx for a size D EXPTlME machine, it is possible to buUd (efficiently) aD O(n) size PAI-fsg which lenerates the X. The machine runs throulh allstrinlB of size n+1 in order and simulates the EXPTlME machine on that input. Note that all of the classes for PAfBATm's are linear space or expoDentiai time and higher, and it is possible to do this without iDcreuinl the order of complexity. If the simulation responds "yes" to lOme iab, theD a "b" is output (being at position i+l). Note that both in! aDd inD are simulated 10 that the 3-playen (being Don-deterministic) do Dot cheat and say "no" to one, hopinl that the V-player will believe the answer is "yes" to the other. The above observations clearl,. Proof8: Consider the PA 2 VB. PAl cue. AlBume otherwise, that DTIME(20(f(n») equals DTIME(220(D~. Then by the completeDess approach, for every DTlME(2 20 (n» machine, there is an equivalent DTIME(20(f(D») machine which is at most Hnearly Jaraer. Thus, for ever,.
size n PAt-I., there is an equivalent s~cxf(n) mePA 1 -fSI (where c is DOW the constant of the theorem [S&S,MS) , which themse1Tes are c1oseJ,' related to the DLOG-NLOO' qUestioD.
Note that the theorems can be "translated" down ioto IOmethiDl approachin. more lamiliar questions such &I p-PSPACEr Noa-ooa*ac:Un MethoU ODe of the thread. runnml thlOulh this paper has been the recurrin. principle 01 DOD-construdive methods. The Hierarchy' Theorems allow, in theory, non-constructive methods to be used to prove complexity results. In fact, non-coDstructive arguments are favored. Only existence 01 certain sets 01 Itrings each with certain properties oeed be demoostrated. There is no requirement that the strings lorm a language in a nice recursive set. Another way of phrBSinl this is that there is no "uniformity" requirement of aD1' kind.
(Karp and Lipton [K&L] have recently derived several results concerning uniformity and P==NPr questions.)
This brings up a perfect analogy to Boolean circuit complexity. By countinc alaumentl (which are non-constructive) it is easy to show that there must be Boolean function of n variables whose circuit complexity is roughly exponential. However, when it is required that the fUDctions be "natural," that is, easily constl11cted or "uniform," then the lower bounds are only linear, and a small constant factor at that. Hence, Don-constructive arguments seem intrinsically more powerful. 
Oth.C1aue8
So far the discussion has focused only on DTIME and NSPACE hierarchies. (Actually the latter is a DSPACE hierarchy also lor k~2, but the fundamental function is non-deterministic.) This leaves NTIME and DSPACE unrepresent~. There are no such hierarchies to be found in [P&RJ. In fact, DSPACE has not been represented appropriately at any nontrivial level. NTIME does appear in [p&R] , but only lor one level. Markov A lternation machines (MA-Tm's) are ordinaryPA-Tm's (with one A team player) where the 3-player's strategy can depend on visible information alone, and not on any history. It was shown in [p&R] that MA-SPACE(n) is the same as NEXPTIME (non-deterministic exponential time). Hence we would expect that MA-fsg's are similar to NTIME(n), but not quite.
Theorem. For every L in NTIME(n) and input X of size n, there is an efficiently (log-space) constructible MA-93 fSIOf size 0(0) which halts iff X is in L. Every size n MA-fsg can be simulated in NTIME(D 2 ).
Proof: For the first part, the 3-player haa n states, and willlUe18 the sequence of D moves of the NTIME machine for L. A move is the old state, old symbol, new state, Dew symbol, head motion. The V-player uses OeD) private states as a counter to either check the 3-player's picture of input against X, or to check a position, and eYery time 3-player returns to that position checks the previous new symbol against the current old symbol, etc. This proof is also applicable to machines with more than one tape. Note that each player can have 0(0) states, for 0(D 2 ) possible machine states but that the description remains size O(n) since each is given separately. The upper bound foUows by constructing an NTIME(n 2 ) machine which simulates MA-f8l's. First it willluess in time O(n) the moves of the 3-player. Then it simulates in parallel the moves 01 the V-player against that sequences of IUesses. Since the V-player has DO more than D states, the set of possible states is at most D long, and can be updated j~time O(D). This gives a total time of 0(n 2 ). Note that the latter simulation could be significantly improved, but it doesn't matter here•• CorollarT. MA-fsg(DO(l»~NP.
Multi-player MA-Tm's do not form a non-deterministic time hierarchy, 80 no further levels are known. However, ordinary A-Tm's do allow us to find a similar class for P.
Theorem. A-fsg(nO(l»~P.
Proof: The lower bound is a straightforward simulation of a DTIME(n) machine on an input of size n by an AfSI of size O(n). Similarly the upper bound is much like the previous "theorem except that all machine states are written down and searched. There are 0(n 2 ) such states (n by n) and the resulting graph can be searched in no more than 0(n 4 ) time.
• The Bext logical step would be to phrase the P==NPT question usinl A-fsg's and MA-fsg's. Unfortunately, this is not easily do-able. However, using PAl-fsg's, it is possible to make some weak conjectures about NP containing exponential time problems, etc., but nothing as tight as the previous hierarchy theorems.
Other possible models for finite state versions of these classes come to mind. For example, some limited form of an A-PDA [LLS] might work out, but only for very low level complexity classes. Vector machines [P&S) might have reasonable fSI versions. A similar hierarchy of complexity for regular expressions with complements (LS] does not appear to relate sicniflcantll' to this approach.
ClearI,., it mU8t be that in &Il7 leneralization all deterministic/non-deterministic 8paa/time, etc., classes should be represented. And not just the simple hierarchies liven here. All "in-between" classes should also be represented. This would undoubtedly require that the PA/BA-Tm basis be either scrapped or thoroughly revised.
SUlDlllal7
We have shown a direct relationship between complexity theory and succinctness 01 representation. The measures of succinctness developed are computable and also measure inherent time and space complexity. The major hierarchy theorems are especially designed to al-& low non-constructive methods to be applied in familiar ways. The possible non-coDstructive techniques remain to be lound, however. The next logical steps are to determine what Buch methods might be like and to leneralize the theorems to more complexity classes.
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